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The completion lastJune ofthe reinstallation ofthe Museum's collection of Egyptian 
art in the Lila Acheson Wallace Galleties, an area coveting about sixty-nine thou- 
sand square feet, represented the end of a prodigious task. Every one of the 
estimated forty thousand objects that make up this collection is now on display, 
including the zich concentration of excavated material the result of thirty years of 
archaeological activity by the Metropolitan Museum's Egyptian Expedition which 
has for the first time been given special focus in open study areas adjoining the main 
gallezies. So enormous was the task of reinstallation that it necessitated three 
phases: first, the earliest matezial from the Predynastic Period and the Old and 
early Middle Kingdoms and the latest from the Ptolemaic, Roman, and Coptic 
Peziods; second, objects from the Amarna, Ramesside, and Late Petiods; and 
finally, holdings from the peziods best represented in the collection, the classic high 
points of the later Middle Kingdom and the early New Kingdom, culminating in the 
monumental sculptures of Queen Hatshepsut from Deir el Bahti. This resplendent 
and comprehensive installation could not have been undertaken without generous 
funding from Lila Acheson Wallace, one of the greatest patrons this Museum has 
ever known and to whom all visitors will forever be indebted. 

Though much Egyptian art originated within the funerary cult and the zitual 
enacted to perpetuate life after death, there is little that is funereal about the objects 
illustrated on the following pages. On the contrary, these works of art celebrate life, 
and in the gallezies the visitor enters a realm where the present meets the past. 
Scenes of daily life are played out in reliefs, paintings, and sculpture. One gazes with 
delight and wonder at the models from the tomb of Mekutra, a chancellor who 
served both Mentuhotpe II and III, which depict the many activities of his estate, its 
houses, and its gardens, and include a magnificent river craft (fig. 9). There are also 
austere, idealized representations of pharaohs, often shown with the powerful body 
of a sphinx or in a formal sttiding pose omnipotent and invincible. And certain 
rulers' portraits are invested with special pathos. I single out for mention here the 
brooding, ravaged face of Senwosret III on the sphinx (fig. 12), and I want to 
encourage visitors to the galleries to contrast this moving sculpture with the other 
heads that flank it. 

The objects selected for this issue of the Bulletin can only provide a few highlights 
to delight the eye and the mind. It is my hope, however, that they will also stimulate 
your desire to visit our Egyptian galleties. For only through a visit, or repeated 
visits, can the range ofthe Museum's Egyptian antiquities be appreciated and their 
strength as a collection be assessed. 

Philippe de Montebello, Director 
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Curator's Foreword Curator's Foreword In selecting some fifty objects for this publication marking the Metropolitan's instal- 
lation of its complete collection of Egyptian art, I was impressed by the ziches of our 
holdings. The Museum's collection, fonned over the past hundred years through 
excavation, purchase, and gifts, offers outstanding quality and vatiety. Pieces range 
from minute gold amulets to colossal stone sculptures, from everyday items made of 
linen and rush to painted papyti for the life beyond. This variety is shown in the new 
installation, where objects of each peziod are gathered together in order to display 
the scope of Egyptian art, culture, and history. 

Most of the items in this publication are well known to Museum visitors. Newly 
cleaned or restored for the opening of the new gallezies last June, they now appear in 
a refreshed state. Some favozites may be absent from these pages: sculpture, 
paintings, and relief have been featured here, and only a sptinkling of the small items 
of gold, faience, or colored stone has been included. (The smaller objects may be 
found in the Museum's recently published Guiele and in Nora Scott's Daily Life ofthe 
Ancient Egyptians.) The entties were wtitten by Edna R. Russman, Associate 
Curator, Peter Donnan, Assistant Curator, and myself. 

The opening of the new galleties has been a momentous occasion for all of us in the 
department. Through the work of more than a thousand people and the support of 
Lila Acheson Wallace, the entire superb collection is now on view. 

Christine Lilyquist, Curator, Department of Egyptian Art 
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1. Carved from a single piece of ele- 
phant tusk, this knife handle from the 
collection of Lord Carnarvon, whose 
expedition discovered Tutankhamun's 
tomb, was onginally fitted with a 
slender flint blade. The protruding boss 
on the reverse side, pierced longitudi- 
nally for suspension, indicates that the 
knife was not equipped with a sheath. A 
magnificent product of the craftsman- 
ship of predynastic Egypt, the handle is 
decorated with rows of vazious animals, 
a motif especially favored on ivones of 
the Gerzean penod (c. 3600-3200 B.C.). 

In the upper register a wading bird and 
a giraffe are followed by nine more wad- 
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ing birds with long beaks; next, an 
Afncan elephant treading on two inter- 
twined cobras leads a file of three lions, 
and below them stand three oxen and 
another lion. Despite its early date and 
small size, the handle already ennces 
charactenstics of the monumental art of 
Egyptian reliefs: division of figures into 
separate registers, formalized perspec- 
tive, careful spacing, and ngid onenta- 
tion. Indeed, the conventions ofthe 
two-dimensional relief representations 
of pharaonic times were formulated dur- 
ing the Predynastic Penod on cere- 
monial objects such as palettes, mace 
heads, and knife handles. P.D. 
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began to make cult images in stone in 
the late Predynastic Pexiod, however, 
the more ptimitive beasts still reigned. 
This recumbent lion deity is carved in 
glittenng, semitranslucent quartz. The 
hard stone, treacherously veined and 
crystaled, may have encouraged the 
sculptor to suppress anatomical details. 
He has carved the tail looped along the 
spine, in a manner peculiar to archaic 
Egyptian representations of lions, and 
has deliberately exaggerated the size of 
the head. 1b us, the proportions may 
suggest a cub, but the sculptor's inten- 
tion, judging from sirnilar works, was 
rather to convey a sense of mass and 
power. Since there seems to be no 
mane, the divine beast is perhaps a 
lioness, forerunner of numerous later 
lion-headed goddesses. E.R.R. 
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6. Xlth the growth of govemment and 
temple bureaucracies during the course 
of Dynasties 5 and 6, more and more 
people were able to commission tombs 
and tomb sculpture. The sculptors 
of the huge cemetery at Saqqara re- 
sponded by developing a style devoid of 
individuality but extremely competent 
and attractive. This statue of the gra- 
nary foreman Nykairau with his wife 
and daughter is a good example. The 
faces of all three are nearly identical. 
The tomb owner Nykainu, however, 
definitely holds pnde of place. His 

naked little girl hangs on to one leg, 
while his wife Nykainebty nestles 
beside the other, in a charrliingly femi- 
nine but clearly dependent pose. The 
fnnge of curls on her forehead repre- 
sents her own hair beneath her heavy 
wig. The great discrepancy in size ofthe 
figures, common in Old Kingdom art, 
was modified in later penods but never 
entirely abandoned. Nykairau had 
several tomb statues. Another, in the 
Metropolitan Museum, shows him as 
a scnbe. E. R. R. 

7. Bold relief and brilliant color distin- 
gliish this unusually well-preserved 
relief of Nebhepetra Mentuhotpe II 
(c. 2060-2010 B.C.), who is portrayed 
weanng the White Crown of Upper 
Egypt, a jeweled broad collar, and a 
white gaament held in place by a shoul- 
der strap. Uncommon care has been 
taken with the fine details of the hiero 
glyphs, the subtle shading of the king's 
eye, and the miniature patterning of the 
rectangular panel in front of the ldng's 
face. The goddess Hathor, whose 
damaged figure adomed with the 
horned sun disk stands at the nght, 
declares in the accompanying text, aI 

have united the Two Lands for you 
according to what the souls of 
Heliopolis have decreed." Although the 
words are purely conventional in the 
context of a religious ceremony, Men- 
tuhotpe II is indeed remembered as the 
founder of the Middle Kingdom and the 
conqueror who reunified Egypt after 
the turbulent First Internediate 
Penod. The block was discovered in 
1906-7 by Edouard Naville in the rliins 
of Mentuhotpe's fimerary temple at 
western Thebes. This scene onginally 
decorated the southem outer waSl of the 
vestibule ofthe sanctuary. P.D. 
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8, 9. Adequate provisioning for the 
afterlife was a paramount concern to 
Egyptians of every social and occupa- 
tional class. While funerary offerings 
and activities of everyday life were most 
often portrayed in relief duiing the Old 
Kingdom, small painted models placed 
in the tomb became increasingly preva- 
lent during the First Internediate 
Period as a more effective way of per- 
petually ensuting the necessities and 
pleasures of life. The elaborately 
painted models of Mekutra, a chancellor 
who served both Mentuhotpe II and 
III, are the finest preserved from 
ancient Egypt. Made of painted and 
gessoed wood, linen, and cord, they 

were discovered in a small chamber of 
Mekutra's tomb in western Thebes dur- 
ing its reexcavation by the Museum 
Expedition in 1920. 

The servant girl beasing provisions 
from one of Mekutra's estates is carved 
to half life scale with remarkable sen- 
sitinty. Her eyes are large, her nose is 
rather wide and flat, and her mouth is 
drawn back in a tight smile features 
charactezistic of the royal style of late 
Dynasty 11. Despite the stiffness of the 
conventional sttiding stance, her slim 
torso is modeled with unusual subtlety, 
and the figure is further enlivened by 
the blilliant colors of her costume and 
jewelry. On her head she balances a tall 

pannier containing bread, vegetables, 
and choice cuts of meat, and she caaries 
a saclificial duck by its wings. 

In the underworld as in everyday life, 
the Nile was the highway for commerce 
and travel, and tivetine craft were 
therefore necessary equipage for the 
deceased. Mekutra's traveling boat is 
faithfully recreated. The cabin is cov- 
ered with woven matting and decorated 
with shields painted in imitation of cow- 
hide; mat curtains are rolled up over 
the windows. As the captain makes 
his obeisance, Mekutra sits before the 
cabin door, inhaling the fragrance of a 
lotus bud and enjoying the music of a 
singer and a blind harpist. P.D. 
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11 Rarely is the mtimate interrela- 
tionship of Egyptian art, architecture, 
and uaiting expressed on such a 
monumental wale as in the colsal 
falcon panels that once decorated the 
encloWsure vall of the pyramid complex 
of Senwoswt I at Lishtv Ttle paneLs 
are pnml,v a hieroglyphic device for 
the portion (f the myal titulaly that 
identifies the king urith Horus, wrho ix 
depictal a; a falcon wearing the Double 
C2nwrn an(l symbelizes the living rulerJ 
The Herux namew of Senw}S>t aIfi 
pears on each lBnel towther uith his 
coronation name or hi>; er>;onal name. 

Beneath the hielvgl*s )h>; ir; <l })<lttelllled 
architectural fa¢a(le that msls ultirllXltely 
denve from (iomestic builfling>; of tlle 
P dynastic Peri(xl an{l re I)lu se nt; one 
ithe most en(ing motifs lt Hpw})tian 
art. lbgether the;e element; ((stllltiKse 
the royal sev#El, u h{}Se (K'((tII'I>'nt't' in 
early tt4n mzeorfls elilleifle^s u ith the 
inception of kinvhiI) in the} Nilez scllle^Nt 
(c. 3150 Xc. ). A smalle l .Ss} f A 1 i11 hie 
glyphic scale aI)}wsl>; 011 the lu lie f lxf 
Mentuhotpeb 11 (figo ¢) <1llfl the f.lleon 
wcurs in miniatllIr 0n the }x etlul<ll of 
SiithathoeruneXt (figv 14), thio; tiIneb i¢1 the 
guise of Ra-H<lI akhts: l+ 1 ). 
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12. Perhaps the most memorable fiwes 
in all of Egyptian art belong to the late 
Dynasty 12 rulers Senwosret III 
(c. 1878-1843 B.C.) and his son, 
Amenemhat III (c. 1842-1797 B.C.), 

who are represented in works of the 
Museum's collection. They have a 
father-son resemblance, but their like- 
nesses are quite distinct. Senwosret 
III, shown here as a sphinx with his 
name wtitten on his chest, is charac- 
terized by deep-set, heavy-lidded eyes, 
alld, in some cases, frown lines between 
the brows. A senes of diagonal fulTows 
marks the sunken cheeks, echoing the 
slanted lines ofthe thin upper lip. The 
expression seems brooding, almost 
weary, and combined with the majestic 
and powerful form of the lion's body, it 
creates an almost disturbing impres- 
sion. Here and in other representations 
of this god-ing and his successor, the 
rulers apparently chose to emphasize 
their age-and by implication their 
mortality but we do not know why. 
E.R.R. 

13. The steward Montuwosre sits before 
an offeling table in a classic composition 
used to portray the deceased on funer- 
ary monuments at least as early as 
Dynasty 2 (c. 2890-2686 B.C.). One 
hand grasps a folded piece of linen and 
the other is outstretched to receive the 
provisions presented to the steward by 
three members of his family. Donated to 
Montuwosre by Senwosret I in year 17 
of his reign, the stela is a product of the 
royal workshop and is characterized by 
the consciously archaized poses of the 
figures. Despite the pure formalism of 
the scene, the musculature of Montu- 
wosre's shoulders, aams, and legs is 
realistically modeled. The long inscnp- 
tion is biographical, enumerating the 
offices that the steward exercised on 
behalf of Senwosret, but typically for 

such stelae, it is couched in stereotyped 
phrases that do not descnbe specific 
events in his life. Nonetheless, from 
information given in the text, Mon- 
tuwosre's family can be partially recon- 
structed for four generations. It can 
also be inferred from geographic refer- 
ences given in the inscnption that the 
stela was carved not for the steward's 
tomb but for his offexing chapel at 
Abydos, which during the Middle King- 
dom was thought to be the legendary 
butial place of Osins and was therefore 
a popular site for pnvate memonals. 
P.D. 

16 
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reign she survived and who must have 
arranged for her fimeral. Her jewelry 
was deposited in a small niche that was 
inadvertently ignored by ancient plun- 
derers and was later inundated by flood 
waters pouiing down the open bulial 
shaft. In 1914 the dislocated elements of 
pectorals, diadems, girdles, and brace- 
lets were painstaltingly recovered hrom 
a mass of sediment by Guy Brunton, 
whose carefill archaeological methods 
-together with more recent research 
have enabled the reconstruction of the 
ptincess's jewelry. 

14-17. The treasure of Princess Sitha- 
thoryunet includes some of the finest 
pieces of royal jewelry preserved from 
the Middle Kingdom, a period of Egyp 
tian histoxy unsurpassed for its ele- 
gance and workmanship in the minor 
arts. Ib judge from her title of King's 
Daughter, Sithathoryunet never 
became queen of Egypt and was buried 
at Lahun in the pyramid complex of 
Senwosret II, apparently her father. 
Several of the ornaments hrom her tomb 
bear the cartouche of Amenemhat III, 
presumably her nephew, into whose 

The pectoral (fig. 14) is a masterpiece 
of goldworldng and lapidary craftsman- 
ship. Thme hundred seventy-two 
carved bits of turquoise, lapis lazuli, 
cazoelian, and garnet are inlaid into 
individual cloisons fused onto a gold 
base. The central motif of the pectoral 
is the cartouche of Senwosret II, which 
is flanked by two filcons sunnounted by 
sun disks and is supported by a kneel- 
ing deity grasping two palm strips. 

Entirely made up of hieroglyphic signs, 
the composition can be read as a wish 
for long life: aMay the sun god [Ra- 
Haralshty] grant that Senwosret II live 
for hundreds of thousands of years." The 
reverse side is exquisitely chased with 
the same design. Sithathoryunet wore 
the pendant around her neck, attached 
to a chain of drop beads and ball beads 
made of gold, carnelian, feldspar, and 
turquoise. 

18 



Elld cats form the dominant motif of 
Sithathoryunet's girdle (fig. 15) and its 
accessozies, all fashioned from deep- 
purple amethyst and burnished gold. 
The hollow gold leopard-head spacers of 
the girdle were each fashioned in two 
halves that were then fused together. Of 
the seven large double-head elements, 
six contain tiny stone pellets that would 
have produced a seductive jingling 

sound when the ptincess walked, and 
the seventh fimetions as a sliding clasp. 
These are strung alternately with seven 
smaller quadruple-head spacers and 
double rows of amethyst ball beads. 
A pair of wnstlets (fig. 16) features 
crouching lions; matching anMets 
(fig. 17) are adorned with gold claws and 
are secured by a clasp in the shape of a 
square knot. P.D. 

119 
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20 
18-20. Belief in the efficaciousness of amulets and magical spells was clearly 
widespread during the Middle King- dom. These three objects, which appear so disparate, were nonetheless created for the same purpose: to invoke the aid of helpful deities and to repel the malig- nant influences symbolized by various animals by portraying those beasts and thus enlisting their assistance. The ivory wand (fig. 18) is incised with a 

series of fiercely beneficent figures 
wielding knives and bears an inscnption that proclaims their role: aprotection by day and protection by night." The ame- thyst amulet (fig. 19) depicts the river- ine turtle lfionyx trnunguts, whose 
secretive life and watery habitat repre- sented concepts in opposition to the daily manifestation and brilliance of the sun god Ra; inlaid bits of turquoise, lapis lazuli, and red jasper imitate the 

spotted carapace of the species. 
Flanked by tiny sculptures of frogs, 
crocodiles, and lions, the turtle also appears as the focus of the carved stea- tite rod (fig. 20). The base is carved in low relief with baleful creatures, as well as protective symbols such as the u,cljat eyes and the baboons sitting before 
flamingbraziers. P.D. 

20 



Middle Kingdom and served a purpose 
similar to that of the amuletic objects on 
the opposite page. A mythical enemy of 
the ldng, the hippopotamus symbolized 
certain destructive forces in nature 
that could be neutnlized through the 
hannless portrayal of the animal. This 
figunne was one of a pair discovered in 
the bunal chamber of the steward Senbi 
at Meir, where it had been placed in 
order to extend its apotropaic fimetion 
into the afterlife. P.D. 

21. The massive form and placid expres- 
sion of this faience hippopotamus are 
familiar to millions of visitors to the 
Museum, who Imow him as 'ffillliam." 
The brilliant-blue glazed surface is dec- 
orated with the blossoms of the blue 
lotus, which represent the animal's nat- 
ural enviIx)nment, and its corpulent 
buLk is given a slight forward momen- 
tum by the asymmetrical placement of 
its legs. Although such hippopotamus 
figurines are popular today, they were 
viewed with less affection during the 

21 



2:!. IEe mummyithe chieftleasr 
Ukhhotpe is wrapped smply m lyers 
afbandages enclosed by an outerEnen 
shroud and the head is protRcidbya 
aurved wooden fwlerary mask. In con- 
trast to the stvlized form^s of the mask's 
mouth and ears, the eyes ale strildngly 
brought to life vvith inLiys a£polished 
obsidian and translucent alabaster, 
which are tinted red at the corners and 
set into ebony sockets. Ttle sldn areas 
are overlaid uith mddish gol(l leaf, and 
the headdress and beard ge painted 
blue. In a burial typical ofthe Mi(l(lle 
King(lom, Ukhhotpe's mummy was 
place(l in a rectangular X oMen coffin 
(lecoIotefl on the interior u ith selec- 

tions ipells lbm the CiBn xts, a 
cOlptU of fi Btenwe idended 
X eqw ffie deeeased with magial 
powers forthe afterlife. IMe mummy 
was onginally positioned on its left 8ide, 
so that in death Ukhhotpe nuld peer 
through the eye panels that adoln the 
left side of the odYin. The horizontal 
band of text above the eyes is a con- 
rentional offering formula that invokes 
bOsiris, lord of eternity, foremost of 
Abydos, the great god, lord of the 
West." Ukhhotpe's burial uas one of sev- 
eral sumptuous private interments of 
the Mi(ldle King(lom (liscovere(l at 
Meir. >. 1). 
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23. The coffin of Puhorsenbu belongs to 
a class of coffins hlown by the Arabic 
word rwshi, meaning afeathered; they 
are distinguished by the intncate pat- 
tern of wings decorating the lid. Rtshi 
coffins are essentially a Theban phe- 
nomenon and exhibit the clumsiness, 
individuality, and charrn of provincial 
works. Puhorsenbu's smiling face is 
painted a rare pink, and the execution 
of the wings, which are depicted as if 
viewed from the dorsal side, approaches 
an abstract design. Although many 
rwshi coffins were hollowed out of logs, 
Puhorsenbu's was constructed of syc- 
amore planks. Rtshi coffins were in 
vogue for only two hundred years 
(c. 1667-1450 B.C.); nevertheless, they 
are a crucial link in the development of 
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25, 26. The treasure of the three minor 
wives of Tuthmosis III (c. 1504-1450 
B.C.), of which only a few objects are 
illustrated here, comprses the most 
spectacular corpus of royal jewelly 
of Dynasty 18 pror to the reign of 
Tutankhamun. It is thought to have 
been dsscovered in 1916 in a tomb 
located in a deserted valley of western 
Thebes by local inhabitants. The 
Museum purchased the contents of the 
treasure almost entirely on the market 
over the course of seventy-five years. 
The objects include items that were 
made for everyday use and accord- 

ingly show signs of wear-as well as 
equipment intended expressly for the 
tomb. Although the names of the three 
queens Menhet, Merti, and Menwai 
occur only on certain funeraly artiiicts, 
their association with Tuthmosis III is 
assumed because of the appearance of 
his cartouches on some of the evetyday 
jewelry and alabaster unguent jars. The 
unusual spellings of the names indicate 
a non-Egyptian ongin and suggest that 
the queens' mamages to Tuthmosis may 
have strengthened a number of diplo- 
matic alliances with foreign lands. 

objects made for the single purpose of 
adoniing a mummy. 

A unique oval gold plate, chased with 
a palmette design, is the centerpiece 
for this reconstruction of a magnificent 
headdress (fig. 26). Four hundwd fifty 
gold elements, graduated in size and 
inlaid in rosette pattetos with car- 
neliall, turquoise glass, and clear glass, 
are strung vertically in jeweled sttips 
that descend from the oval plate and 
cover the wig below. The discovery of 
similar rosette elements at the pur- 
ported findspot of the treasure has 
established an archaeological link be 
tween the tomb and the headdress. P.D. 

The hinged bracelets (fig. 25, nght) 
are fashioned of gold beaten to shape, 
bumished to a high gloss, and inLaid 
with altemating pieces of turquoise, 
carnelian, and a third substance not 
identified. Inscnbed on the intenor 
with the royal titles of Tuthmosis III, 
they are sldllfilUly chased so that the 
broad grooves reflect light brilliantly. 
Although the bracelets were apparently 
intended to be wozn as a matched pair, 
the texts display a number of idio- 
syncracies indicating that each was 
done by a different hand. Cut from 
sheet gold, the sandals (fig. 25, left) 
closely imitate tooled leatherwork, but 
their fragile construction is typical of 
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28. These busts orially belonged to a v. * _ 

statue representing a couple, almost _ _ - 

certainly husband and wife, seated side _ 

by side with their anns about each 
other, in front of a slab inscribed on the 
back with finerasy invocations for each | e . . . 1 lK ̂  
ofthem. Parts ofthe text surviveR but 
their names are lost. The statue was _ _ 
made for the coupleRs tomb at Thebes. P | | l 

It probably stood at the back of the _J_ | I | _ B tomb chapel, where it would have 5/x7 ;t ulolSnSX1bma1U-fiuleraly g3E'g's 

us to gauge tthel effACstu°sual the Woman's q t 

yellow skin color is contrasted with the L5e 5<w1wf {f W- - 

adnrdkheirsbldOcokfytheeh,nmabnesrdwrebeulfashiOngs ofthe day. The large eyes and taut _ I I 
smiles are a hentage of Dynasty 11 art, 
very influential at the beginning of 
Dynasty 18, as is evident when the faces 
of this couple are compared with that of - 
theservantinfig.8. E.R.R. _ 

29 



S t # xfi* 

were stoS m the draser at one end df : 
the boarrd. P1 moves wew deteS 
mined by tossing thmw sticlz such : 
as these red-stained ieroly exatnpl, 
carved at one end mnth the head of a 
jadkal and at the other with a fingemail, 
a visual reference to the ancaent word 
for throw stick, djeba, or finger." Ihe 
rules for the two games, forgotten sinoe 
RomaJl times, have never been entirely 
reconstructed. The sides and top ofthe 
board are inscribed with funerazy for- 
mulas in the name of the overseer of 
works hia and his parents, and at one 
end ldia is depicted seated with his wife 
andhermother. P.D. 

29. Board games, aly mtegnal elv 
ments if uney equipment befbre 
D9q1ast 1 (e. 31v B.C.), 8 ffie 
entire continuum of Egyptian civiZza- 
tion. llnis wooden boF has two play- 
ing 811S, one with twenty squares 
on top for the game of t1au, or S 
bers," appatently an import from Asia, 
and one unth thirtOr squares on the bot- 
tom for senS, which means sssing." 
Senet acqliired a funerary role duling 
the New Kingdom; the obstacles of the 
gaxne were equated with the hazanls of 
the afterlife, and hlowledge of its rules 
was thought to enable victozious entry 
into the underworld. Ganiing pieces 
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32 'rnis head im a ue of 
Amenhotpe III (c. 1417-1a79 B.C.) B 
a characiristic liken of the ldng 
who ruled o the rxchest emp the 
world had yet seen. The featuxes of 
Amenhotpe are cunously ohildlike: 
round cheeks and a soft iin; a 
mouth with a distinctively shaped 
upper lip slightly 0}icker than the 
lower; large, slanted, elegantly outlined 
eyes; and a pleasant but somewhat enig- 
rnatic apression The personality 
behind this face remains eluave, 
although we have coreiderable infoF 
rnation about AmenhotpeW reignX 
He claimed to haw been a mighthr lion 
hunter m his youth, butto judge from 
statues in the Metropolitan Museum 
and elsewh@re- he became corpulent 
iIl later years. Ee R R 



33. Although she was not of royal birth, 
Great Queen Tiye seems to have exer- 
cised unusual influence, probably by 
virtue of her forceful personaSity. Like 
most representations of the contempb 
razies of any Egyptian king, her images 
were made to resemble those of her 
husband, Amenhotpe III, with youth- 
filly rounded face and large almond- 
shaped eyes. Yet Tiye had her own 
distinctive features, including a deter- 
mined little frown at the brows and an 

indescribable but unmistaliable contour 
to the filll and generous but faintly 
pouting mouth. Thus this fragment of a 
statue, in beautifillly polished jasper, 
is immediately recogiizable as Tiye. 
When complete, the figure was proba- 
bly a composite work, wsth appropri- 
ately colored stones and precious metals 
formlng the various elements of her cos- 
tume and headdress a masterwork in 
a time of lavish wealth and brilliant 
craftsmanship. E.R.R. 

33 



34. These three carnelian plaques were 
originally set in gold jewelry, probably 
bracelets. The stone was precious and, 
being hard, difflcult to carve; these 
ficts, and the glorification on all three of 
Amenhotpe III, indicate that they were 
a product of the royal workshops. They 
may have been made to commemorate 
one of the king's heb seds important 
festivals of royal renewal-for on one 
(left) he is shown twice in he1o sed cos- 
tume, accompaiied by Queen 15ye. On 
the second (right), Amenhotpe and Tiye 
are attended by two princesses. The 
third (below), a virtuoso little piece of 
openwork carving, shows Tiye as a 
winged sphinx, weating a floral crown. 
Her human anns are raised in adoration 
of the cartouche containing her hus- 
balld's name. The prominence of Tiye on 
all three plaques is significant, a sign of 
hergreatimportance. E.R.R. 

35. The Royal Scribe Senu appears at 
the tight on this stela, worshiping 
Imsety and Hapy, two of the funerary 
deities known as the Four Sons of 
Horus. His own son, the lector-priest 
Pawahy, stands below, making the pre- 
scribed gesture as he recites for his 
father the funerary hymn wtitten in 
front of him. The fine worlunanship and 
suave style are characteristic of all the 
arts of Amenhotpe III's reign. The 
graceful figures, with their slight limbs, 
rather large heads, and great slanting 
eyes, recall the elegant but vaguely 
juvenile appearance of the ldng himsel£ 
Senu had a set of these stelae for his 
mortuary cult. One in the Louvre 
shows him greeting the other two Sons 
of Horus, Duamutef and Kebehsenuef. 
Another, in the Metropolitan's collec- 
tion, represents him with Osiris. 
E.R.R. 
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36, 37. Mlbrant with color, these four 
small vessels have the bnlliance of 
jewels. The companson is not at all ib- 
fetched, for the Egyptians seem to have 
regarded glass as a kind of artificial 
gemstone, and it was equally valued. 

Glassmaldng was apparently in- 
vented in western Asia. The art 
reached Egypt early in Dynasty 18, 
around 1500 B.C., and until at least the 
end of the dynasty, glass manufacture 
was a royal monopoly. There were 
glassworks in the palace complex of 
Amenhotpe III at Malkata, and in 
Akhenaton's residential capital at 
Amarna. Duling the reigns of these two 
ldngs, Egyptian glassmaldngreached 
its peak, producing vessels like these, 

whose technical excellence and clear, 
pure colors are unsurpassed in the 
ancient world. 

The shapes of Egyptian glass vessels 
were borrowed from stoneware and pot- 
tery. The miniature amphora and two 
miniature kraters (nght) have their pro 
totypes in large storage jars. The footed 
bowl with holizontal nbbing (below) 
imitates alabaster examples. All the 
vessels were fonned over a sandy core, 
which was scraped out when the glass 
had cooled and hardened. Additional 
colors were trailed on and, while still 
soft, dragged up and down to produce 
festoon and feather patterns. The whole 
was then marvered, or smoothed, to the 
sheenofpolishedgemstones. E.R.R. 
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38. Generally restricted to formal styl- 
istic conventions and repetitious subject 
matter, Egyptian artisans were never- 
theless capable of creating works of 
startling realism. The body of this 
gazelle is carved from a single piece of 
ivory, with hooves painted black and 
hairs along the spine rendered by small 
scores; the missing horns were proW 
ably of another material, such as ebony. 
Attached to the wooden base by tenons 
protruding from its tiny hooves, the 

gazelle is shown poised on a desert hil- 
lock, tail raised and eyes alert to dan- 
ger. The smoothed surfaces, slender 
legs, and delicate colonng contnbute to 
this consummate portrayal of fragile 
grace. As in the hippopotamus (fig. 21), 
reference is made to the animal's 
environment: the base is incised with 
desert flora that represent the natunl 
habitat of the gazelle, and the hollows 
are filled with Egyptian-blue pig- 
ment. P.D. 
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39. The reliefs that adotned the temples 
of the Aton at 1b11 el Amarna are some 
of the most innovative to have been pro- 
duced in ancient Egypt. Designed to 
serve the propagandist puiposes of 
Akhenaton (c. 1379-1362 B.C.), the 
scenes that complised the temple deco- 
rations were planned on a monumental 
scale and often covered entire walls, 
enlivened on the peziphery by smaller 
vignettes or subsidiary figures. This 
span of horses, undoubtedly accom- 
panied by other teams and grooms, was 
a subordinate detail in a chariot pro- 
cession of which Akhenaton and his 
queen, Nefertiti, were the primary 
focus. These horses are given unusual 

vitality by the modeling of their droop- 
ing muzzles, tapezing arched necks, 
attentive ears, and rounded eyes. 
Although their hind legs are predict- 
ably rendered in double profile, the con- 
ventions of Egyptian art are stunningly 
violated in the simple action of one 
horse throwing its head down to gnaw 
at its leg. The lifelike movement has 
been faithfully reproduced by the sculp- 
tor, who, rather than depict the com- 
monplace image of a synchronized 
team, has captured a purely ephemeral 
moment. The relief is now on loan to the 
Museum from the collection of Norbert 
Schimmel. P.D. 
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41. General of the Anny, Royal Scnbe, 
and Deputy for King Tutankhamun, h 
Haremhab sits cross-legged in the pose : - *---X s -.,lg-& m > 
of an ordinary scnbe, holding a scroll x - - - Ww;;qt 
on which is ltten a hymn to Thoth. _ 

His heavy-lldded eyes, sensitive filll ¢- * r wSsMsisu*ux 9\) RNw 

lips,andsweet,ratherdrowsyexpres 4 
sion are modeled on the featwes of _ ;_ X ! 3 11 ht;'> ;,;sX 

his young ldng. But the impohnce G E | | . 

of Haremhab-who virtually gov- 3 Btk;0A iX 
erned Egypt dunng the reign of _ ffi t@$Ug; g 
Tutankhamun (c. 1361-1352 B C.) and _ ffi 
who would one day become lung iS j_ l l 
unmistakably conveyed by the superb -1_ _ 
quality of this lifesize statue, a major d _ 
work from a great royal atelier. That j _ 
such a man should be portrayed as a m _ _ _ 
scribe shows the respect accorded to lit- n__ 
eracy. The pose was also appropriate >_ 
for a statue dedicated to Thoth, god of 
writing, and it may have had a special 
significe for Haremhab, whose _ 
inscnptions on this statue and else- _ _ g 
where stress the administrative aspect 1._ __ _ 
d hili mamy adlievEm 
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sory and the painting imprecise, the 
hasty execution of the relief seems to 
suit the confilsion of anned conflict. 
Onginally part of a battle scene in a 
temple of Ramesses II, the block was 
reused by Ramesses IV (c. 1166-1160 
B.C.) in the foundations of his mortuary 
temple in western Thebes, where it 
was discovered by the Metropolitan 
Museum in 1912-13. P.D. 

42. The pandemonsum of the battlefield 
and the ang iish of the wounded are por- 
trayed on this sandstone block, which 
once fonned part of a large war relief 
The scene may not refer to an histoncal 
event, but may be a conventionalized 
representation of the Egyptian king tr- 
umphant over his foes, identifiable as 
northerners by their distinctive dress 
and hairstyles. lhnsfixed by the feath- 
ered shafts of pharaoh's arrows, several 

dying Asiatics lie entangled in a heap, 
trampled beneath the hooves of the 
ldnWs chanot team, whose underbellies 
are visible along the upper border. One 
of the fallen enemy, with yellow sldn 
and a white long-sleeved garment, 
is apparently a man of social or military 
mnk different from that of the 
red-sldnned soldiers in short embroi- 
dered kilts, whose longer hair is bound 
by fillets. Although the carving is cur- 

42 



43. Smooth limestone flakes from the 
excavation of rock-cut tombs were often 
used by draftsmen and sclibes for 
practicing their professional freehand 
sldlls as well as for idle doodling. This 
ostracon, discovered in the Valley of the 
Kings, bears sketches of both serious 
and humorous intent, doubtless drawn 
by one of the workrnen engaged in deco- 
rating the royal tombs. The first sketch 
is that of a Ramesside king, whose 
almond-shaped eyes and gracefully 
curved nose were completed with a few 
confident strokes; the dome of the 
crown, however, apparently required 
correction. The artist also drew two 
standing figures whose names appear 
above: Pay and his wife, Meresger. Pay 
seems to be drinking beer from a jar 
through a tube, and his thin physique 
and conventional dress are an amusing 
contrast to the corpulence and near- 
nakedness of Meresger. Her hair, which 
nonnally would have been covered by a 
long wig, is close-cropped, and her 
shoulders have been rendered in clumsy 
foreshortening for comic effect. P.D. 
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44. The coffins of Amenemope, a mem- 
ber of a prestly Theban family duxing 
the reign of Ramesses XI (c. 1113-1085 
B.C.), are masterpieces of coloril detail 
and stylized religzous design. By the 
twilight years of the New Kingdom, 
much of the essential decoration that 
had once adorned tomb walls had 
been transferred to the nested coffins 
that contained the mummies of the 
deceased. Deposited in bare rock-cut 
shafts, these receptacles were now 
painted with elaborate floral collars and 

headdresses, miniature vignettes, and 
cramped hieroglyphic texts covenng 
every inch of suriee. This intenor 
detail of Amenemope's outer coffin rep- 
resents Amenhotpe I, one ofthe first 
ldngs of Dynasty 18, who was later 
deified as one of the patrons of the 
worEnen's village of Deir el Medina and 
who by the end of the New Kingdom 
possessed a number of local shnnes 
around the Theban necropolis. Garbed 
in the Blue Crown and a beaded tunic, 
Amenhotpe grasps a mace and an ankh 

sign; on either side kneels a green Nile 
god, stnped in the zigzag lines that 
represent water and bearing a heavily 
laden ofEerng table. Amenhotpe is 
also flallked by two crowned vultures 
perched on the hieroglyph representing 
the West. The bnght colors, applied 
with such precision to this stylized 
intenor scene, are not dimmed by the 
vatnish that coats the extenor of the 
coffin. P.D. 

45 

45. Despite the variety of its content, all 
Egyptian fimerary literature served the 
fimdamental purpose of providing the 
deceased with a compendium of magical 
spells that would facilitate entry into 
the underworld. From the New King- 
dom onward, these spells were written 
most frequently on papyrus and in- 
cluded otiginal compositions as well as 
dexivatives of the earlier Pynamid Ibxts 
and Coffin lExts. The spells and their 
accompanying vignettes are collectively 
known as the Book of the Dead; only a 
selection occurs on any one papyrus, 

with the texts apparently arranged in 
random order. The papyrus of the song- 
stress of Amun Nany, who lived duling 
Dynasty 21 (c. 1085-945 B.C.), displays 
the freedom with which spells were 
interrningled and abridged, often with 
garbled results. The text pictured above 
is wntten in cursive hieroglyphs and is 
comptised of parts of Chapters 71 and 
72, spells for acoming forth by day and 
opening the underworld"; the fonner is 
illustrated by a winged uxljat eye. The 
four baboons seated around a lake of 
fire belong to Chapter 125, recorded 

elsewhere on the papyrus. The other 
ngnettes appear without their corre- 
sponding texts: the scene of Nany pros- 
trate before the rising sun pertains to 
Chapter 17, while the sketches of a 
swallow and a phoenix represent the 
spells that enable Nany to transfonn 
herself into these birds. The papyrus 
was found by the Museum in 1929 
among Nany's butial equipment, depos- 
ited In the earlier tomb of Queen Mexit- 
amun in western Thebes. P.D. 
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48. The vizier Nespekashuty (c. 656 
B.C.) plarened to be bured at Thebes in 
a tomb covered with relief of the best 
quality. The tomb and its decoration 
were never finished, however 
whether because the owner died pre- 
maturely or because he was forced to 
abandon the project, we do not know. 
The subject matter in this detail is tra- 
ditional, with female offenng bearers 
blinging produce to the tomb owner for 
his afterlife. But while the subject in 
Sobekhotpe's tomb (fig. 2n of eight 
hundred years earlier is maxle graceful 

by means of fancy wigs, elegant cos- 
tumes, and transparent brushstrokes, 
this scene is rigid, with stolid poses, 
sharply cut outlines, and flat relief 
planes. The preliminary drawings were 
more lively, and a hint of that vitaSity 
can be seen in the right leg of the 
woman on the left: the contour of the 
leg would have been deleted in the final 
smoothing of the stone. The preference 
in the seventh century B.C. was for a 
readable formula, crsply executed in 
the fine crystalline limestone of the 
Thebanhills. C.L. 
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49. TEs curved wooden panel formed 
the head end of the outer anthropoid 
coffin of a temple official, the Door- 
keeper of the House of Amun, 
Peldlerldlonsu. Anund the base, a 
band of stylized naw niches or door- 
ways, a traditional architectural motif, 
marks the box as the mummgs final 
home. Above, a kneeling goddess 
spreads her winged anns in a gesture of 
protection around the occupant's head. 
She is Amentet, the goddess of the 
West, where the sun set and the dead 

were butied. Amentet is drawn with 
authority, in the precise, linear style of 
painting favored at Thebes in the sev- 
enth century B.C. The color, carefully 
applied within the outlines, is subordi- 
nate to the drawing; even the unearthly 
green of the goddess's s}dn seems suS 
dued in compaxison to the complicated 
branches of her elaborately drawn ear. 
It is noteworthy that Peldlerldlonsu, a 
iVirly minor official, was able to com- 
mand such fine work for his fimerary 
equipment. E.R.R. 
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50. Carved of graywacke, the Metter- 
nich Stela is the finest and most elabo 
rate example of a genre of magical 
stelae that oxiginated in the late New 
Kingdom. The child Horus standing on 
two crocodiles is the dominant motif 
ofthese monuments, which were in- 
sctibed with magical texts that were 
recited to cure ailments and to protect 
against animal bites. The gemlike 
vignettes of this stela portray a number 
of gods counteracting the influences of 
snalies, crocodiles, and scotpions. 
Above, the sun god is worshiped by four 
baboons and a kneeling Nectanebo II 
(360-342 B.C.), to whose reign the 
monument is dated. One text explains 
the centrality of Horus on magical 
stelae by recounting the young god's 
cure of poisonous bites by the god 
Thoth. Apparently erected in a ne- 
cropolis of sacred bulls by the ptiest 
Esatum, the stela was found at Alex- 
andria and presented in 1828 to Prince 
Metternich, by whose name it is now 
known. P.D. 

51. This kneeling statue represents the 
Overseer of Singers of Amun of Luxor, 
Amenemopiemhat. Both his title and 
his name indicate that he was closely 
associated with a cult of Amun of Luxor 
in or near Memphis. The statue was 
designed for a Memphite temple, 
probably the main temple of the city's 
major deities, Ptah and Selimet, 
who are named in the insctiptions. 
Amenemopiemhat holds a cult object of 
the cow-eared goddess Hathor. The pro- 
portions of his figure, its musculatity, 
and such details as the slanted rdges of 
the collarbone and the shallow depres- 
sion down the center of the torso 
represent a conscious attempt in the 
Late Penod to emulate the classic 
works of the Old and Middle King- 
doms. E.R.R. 
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54. Horus the iilcon, the royal god, 
hovers in flight. His claws gzasp the 
(now broken) hieroglyph shen, a 

* * * *n * s clrcu Lar slgn slgmIymg umversa 
doIIiinion, and related to the oval car- 
touche in which royal names were 
wtitten. Horus in this pose was usually 
shown directly above the king, as pr 
tector and guarantor of the royal 
person. This plaque is one of a partially 

preserved group of iVience inlays that 
decorated a large elaborate object, 
probably a wooden shnne. The red and 
dark-blue details are the prsduct of a 
champleve technique very unusual for 
bience: depressions were cut into the 
main body of the plaque and filled with 
vitreous pastes. The whole was then 
fi>d, and the inlaid suriace polished 
like a great jewel. E.R.R. 
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Pulitzer Bequest, 1966- Fletcher FUnd 1922 (58.153.1 
[selective]); (58.153.2,3); (1982.137.1); (i983.1-13); 
(66.2.77); (26.8.117A) 
27. Dynasty 18, c. 142>1417 B.C., from Thebes. 
Paint on mud plaster, 287/8 x 21 inches. Rogers Fund, 
1930 (30.2.1) 
28. Dynasty 18, c. 1504 1425 B.C. Painted 
sandstone, h. (left) 14Ys inches, (right) 17Ys inches. 
Rogers Fbnd, 1913 (13.182.1AB) 
29. Dynastyl8, c.1450-1360 B.C. Wood, blue faience, 
and ivoly; gameboard: 5Y4 x 17/8 x 37/8 inches- 
draughtsmen: h. % inch and lYs inch, diam. 7/8 inch; 
throw sticks: w. Y2 inch, l. 3Y4 Y2, and 7/8 inches. 
Rogers Find, 1912 and 1919 (i2.182.72); (19.2.19-27); 
(OC 3014A-H, J-Q) 
30. Dynasty 18, c. 1570-1379 B.C., fmm Thebes, 
Asasif (MMA 815). Paint on leatherJ 7Ys x 6Y4 inches. 
Rogers Find, 1931(31.3.98) 
31. Dynasty 18, c. 142>1417 B.C., from Thebes 
Valley of the Kings, tomb 43. Cedar wood, h. 97/8 
inches. Theodore M. Davis Collection, Bequest of 
Theodore M. Davis, 1915 (30.8.45A-C) 
32. Dynastyl8, c. 1417-1379 B.C.. Quartzite, h. 133^'4 
inches. Rogers Fbnd, 1956 (56.138) 
33. Dynasty 18, c. 1417-1379 B.C. Yellow jasper, h. 
5Y2 inches. Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 
(26.7.1396) 
34. Dynasty 18, c. 1417-1379 B.C. Carnelian, 23^48 x 
1%, 2Y2 x 13^/4, 2Y2 x 13^/4 inches. Purchase, Edwar1d 
S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1339,1340, 1342) 
35. Dynasty 18, c. 1417-1379 B.C. Limestone, 29Y2 x 
12% inches. Rogers iind, 1912 (12.182.39) 
36. Dynasty 18, c. 1370-1320 B.C. Glass, h. 57/8, 2Ys, 
3Ys inches. Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift 
1926; Rogers Fund, 1944 (26.7.1177,1181); (44.4.48) 
37. Dynasty 18, c. 1370-1320 B.C. Glass, h. 23^'4 
inches, diam. 4Y2 inches. Purchase, Edward S. 
Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1178) 
38. Dynasty 18, c. 1379-1362 B.C. Ivory, wood, and 
Egyptian-blue pigment, l. 37/8 inches, h. 4Y2 inches. 
Purchase, Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1292) 
39. Dynasty 18, c. 1373-1362 B.C. Limestone, 9 x 
20Y2 inches. Collection of Norbert Schimmel 
(L.1979.8.19) 
40. Dynasty 18, c. 1365 B.C., from Thebes, Valley of 
the Kings, tomb 55. Alabaster, obsidian, and blue 
paste, h. 20Y2 inches, diam. 9Y2 inches. Jar: Gift of 
Theodore M. Davis 1907 (07.226.1)- lid: Theodore M. 
Davis Collection, Bequest of Theodore M. Davis, 
1915 (30.8.54) 
41. Dynasty 18, c. 1361-1352 B.C. Gray granite, h. 
46 inches. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. V. Event Macy, 1923 
(23.10.1) 
42. Dynasty 19, c. 1304 1237 B.C., from Thebes 
Asasif, temple of Ramesses IV. Painted sandstone 
24 x 45Y4 inches. Rogers Fund, 1913 (13.180.21) 
43. Dynasty 19-20, from Thebes, Valley of the 
Kings. Limestone, lOY4 x 8Ys inches. Gift of 
Theodore M. Davis, 1913 (14.6.191) 
44. Dynasty 20, c. 1113-1085 B.C. Gessoed and 
painted wood, 1. 76Y4 inches, w. 207/8 inches. Rogers 
Find, 1917 (17.2.7A) 
45. Dynasty 21, c. 103W991 B.C., from Thebes, Deir 
el Bahri, SAE 358 (MMA 65). Painted and inscribed 
papyrus, h. 133M4-14Ys inches. Rogers Find, 1930 
(30.3.31) 
46. Dynasty 22. Gold, h. 67/8 inches. Purchase 
Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1412) 
47. Dynasty 22. Fiience, h. 5Y4 inches. Purchase, 
Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.971) 
48. (Detail). Dynasty 26, 656-610 B.C., from Thebes, 
Deir el Bahti, SAE 312 (MMA 509). Limestone, total 
h. of figures, c. 16M2 inches. Rogers Find, 1923 
(23.3.468A) 
49. Dynasty 25, c. 690-656 B.C., from Thebes, MMA 
832. Painted wood, h. 22 x 227/8-263H8 inches. Rogers 
Fund, 1928 (28.3.53) 
50. Dynasty 30, 36W342 B.C., Graywacke, 327/8 x 
lOYs inches. Fletcher Find, 1950 (50.85) 
51. Dynasty 26, 664-610 B.C. Graywacke, h. 25Y4 
inches. Rogers Fund, 1924 (24.2.2) 
52. Dynasty 30 or Ptolemaic Period. Bronze, h. 77/8 
inches. Rogers Fund, 1925 (25.2.11) 

53. Ptolemaic Peliod, 50-30 B.C. Basalt, h. 36Ys 
inches. Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace Gift and 
Rogers Fund, 1981(1981.224.1) 
54. Macedonian-Ptolemaic Period, 332-30 B.C 
Polychrome iVience, l. 113^/8 inches. Purchase, Edward 
S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.991) 
55. Roman Period, A.D. 150 61. Encaustic on wood 
h. 153^/4 inches. Rogers Fbnd, 1909 (09.181.3) 

Egyptian Chronology 
Paleolithic Period c. 300,000-6000 B.C. 

Neolithic Period c. 6000-4300 B.C. 

Predynastic Period c. 4300-3000B.C. 

Badanan Culture c. 4300-4000 B.C. 

Amratian Culture c. 4000-3600 B.C. 

Gerzean Culture c. 3600-3200 B.C. 

Dynasty 0 c. 3200-3100 B.C. 

Archaic Period c. 3100-2686 B.C. 

Dynasty 1 c. 3100-2890 B.C. 

Dynasty2 C.2890-2686B.C. 

Old Kingdom c. 268s2160 B.C. 

Dynasty3 C.2686-2613B.C. 

Dynasty 4 c. 2613-2498 B.C. 

Dynasty 5 c. 2498-2345 B.C. 

Dynasty6 C.2345-2181B.C. 

Dynasty 7 c. 2181-2173 B.C. 

Dynasty 8 c. 2173-2160 B.C. 

First Intermediate Period c. 2160-2060 B.C. 

Dynasty 9 c. 2160-2130 B.C. 

Dynasty 1O c. 2130-2040 B.C. 

Middle Kingdom c. 2060-1786 B.C. 

Dynasty 11 c. 2133-1991 B.C. 

Dynasty 12 c. 1991-1786 B.C. 

Second Intermediate Period c. 1786-1570 B.C. 

Dynasty 13 c. 1786-1668 B.C. 

Dynasty 14 c. 1700-1668 B.C. 

Dynasty 15 (Hyksos) c. 1667-1559 B.C. 

Dynasty 16 c. 1667-1559 B.C. 

Dynasty 17 c. 1667-1570 B.C. 

New Kingdom c. 1570-1085 B.C. 

Dynasty 18 c. 1570-1320 B.C. 

Dynasty 19 c. 1320-1200 B.C. 

Dynasty 20 c. 1200-1085 B.C. 

Third Intermediate Period c. 1085-656 B.C. 

Dynasty 21 c. 1085-945 B.C. 

Dynasty22 C.945-715B.C. 

Dynasty 23 c. 818-715 B.C. 

Dynasty 24 c 730-715 B.C. 

Dynasty 25 (Kushite) c. 760-656 B.C. 

Late Dynastic Period 656-332 B.C. 

Dynasty 26 (Saite Perlod) 666525 B.C. 

Dynasty 27 (First Persian DomInation) 525-404 B.C. 

Dynasty28 404-399B.C. 

Dynasty29 399-380B.C. 

Dynasty30 380-342B.C. 

Second Persian Domination 342-332 B.C. 

Macedonian Period 332-305 B.C. 

Ptolemaic Period 305-30 B.C. 

Roman Pleriod 30 B.C.-A.D. 325 
Coptic Pleriod A.D. 325 641 

Cover: Youthful majesty and courtly elegarlce are 
apparent in the features of an Egyptian royal woman 
who died thirty-three centures ago. Although her 
face was carved just 2Y4 inches (5.4 cm.) high, this 
enlarged detail (see fig. 40) only enhances the lifelike 
forms created by the ancient artisan. 

Inside iFont and back covers: Details of papyrus of 
Nany (fig. 45) 
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1. Gerzean Period. Ivoly, l. 4Ys inches. Purchase, 
Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1281) 
2. Dynasty 1. Graywacke, l. 67/8 inches, w. 53^'4 inches. 
Rogers Find, 1919 (19.2.16) 
3. Dynasty 0. Quartz, h. 43^t4 inches, l. 97/8 inches. 
Purchase, Fletcher Find and The Guide Foundation 
Inc. Gift, 1966 (66.99.2) 
4. Dynasty 4, from Saqqara. Limestone, h. 38 
inches. Purchase, funds from various donors 1958 
(58.123) ' 
5. (Detail). Dynasty 5, from Saqqara. Painted 
limestone, h. of main figure, 393o'4 inches. Rogers 
Find, 1907 (08.201.2) 
6. Dynasty 5, c. 2456-2345 B.C. Painted limestone, 
h. 22Y2 inches. Rogers Fbnd, 1952 (52.19) 
7. Dynasty 11, from Thebes, Deir el Bahri, temple of 
Mentuhotpe II. Painted limestone, 14Ys x 38% 
inches. Gift of Egypt Exploration Flund, 1907 
(07.230.2) 
8. Dynasty 11, c. 2009 1998 B.C., fFom Thebes, tomb 
of Mekutra (MMA 1101). Painted wood, h. 44Ys 
inches. Rogers Find and Edward S. Harkness Gift, 
1920 (20.3.7) 
9. Dynasty 11, c. 2009 1998 B.C., fFom Thebes, tomb 
of Mekutra (MMA 1101). Gessoed and painted wood, 
linen, and cord, 1. 50Ys inches, h. 14% inches, w. 12 
inches. Rogers Find and Edward S. Harkness Gift, 
1920 (20.3.1) 
10. Dynasty 12, c. 1962-1928 B.C., from Lisht, South 
Pd cemetely. Gessoed and painted wood, 
h. 227/8 inches. Rogers Fund and Edwar1d S. 
Harkness Gift, 1914 (14.3.17) 
11. Dynasty 12, c. 1962-1928 B.C., from Lisht, South 
Pd. Limestone, h. 13 ft., 1137/8 inches. Rogers 
Fund, 1934 (34.1.205) 
12. Dynasty 12, c. 1878-1843 B.C. Gneiss, l. 283^t4 
inches, h. 163^/4 inches. Gift of Edward S. Harkness, 
1917 (17.9.2) 
13. Dynasty 12, c. 1955 B.C. Painted limestone 
41 x l9Ys inches. Gift of Edward S. Harkness, 1912 
(12.184) 
14-17. Dynasty 12, c. 1897-1878 B.C., from Lahun, 
tomb 8. Pectoral: gold, amethyst, turquoise 
feldspar, carnelian, lapis lazuli, and garnet; girdle, 
wtistlets, and anklets: gold and amethyst. Pectoral: 
1. 3Y4 inches, h. 13M4 inches; circumference of clasped 
girdle, 317/8 inches- wtistlets: l. 53M4 inches- anklets: 
1. 7Ys inches. Purchase, Rogers Fund and Henry 
Walters Gift, 1916 (16.1.3); (16.1.6)- (16.1.14,15)- 
(16.1.7AB,55) 
18. Dynasty 12-13. Ivory, l. 133H8 inches, w. 2 inches. 
Theodore M. Davis Collection, Bequest of Theodore 
M. Davis, 1915 (30.8.218) 
19. Dynasty 12-13. Amethyst, turquoise, red jasper, 
and lapis lazuli, l. 17/8 inches. Purchase, Edwand S. 
Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1359) 
20. Dynasty 12-13. Steatite, l. 103M4 inches. Purchase, 
Edward S. Harkness Gift, 1926 (26.7.1275A4) 
21. Dynasty 12, from Meir, bunal of Senbi, B3 pit 1. 
Blue faience, l. 77/8 inches, h 43H8 inches. Gift of 
Edward S. Harkness, 1917 (17.9.1) 
22. Dynasty 12, from Meir. Wood, gold leaf, 
alabaster, obsidian, and various organic matetials, 
1. 6 ft., 5 inches, w. 1 ft., 7 inches. Rogers Fund, 1912 
(12.182.132C) 
23. Dynasty 17-18, c. 1668-1450 B.C., from Thebes, 
Asasif Painted sycamore wood, 1. 763M4 inches, w. 
187/8 inches. Rogers Find, 1930 (30.3.7) 
24. Dynasty 18, c. 1503-1482 B.C., from Thebes, Deir 
el Bahri. Painted indurated limestone, h. 76Y4 inches. 
Rogers Fund, 1929 (29.3.2) 
25. Dynasty 18, c. 1482-1450 B.C., bom Thebes 
Wadi Gabbanet el Qurud. Sandals: gold, 1. 10 inches 
W. 3N4 inches. Bracelets: gold, carnelian, and 
turquoise glass, 1. 7N4 inches, w. 23H8 inches. Fletcher 
Fund, 1922 (26.8.146AB), (26.8.125,127) 
26. Dynasty 18, c. 1482-1450 B.C., from Thebes, 
Wadi Gabbanet el Qurud. Gold, carnelian, turquoise 
glass, and clear glass, max. diam. 12 inches, h. 9Y2 
inches. Purchase, Frederick P. Huntley Bequest, 
1958; Lila Acheson Wallace Gifts, 1982, 1983; Joseph 
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